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Abstract 
A list of positions in an i1 x n real matrix that includes all diagonal positions (a pat- 
tern) is said to have inverse M-completion if every partial inverse M-matrix that spec- 
ifies exactly these positions can be completed to an inverse M-matrix. Johnson and 
Smith (C.R. Johnson, R.L. Smith, Linear Algebra and its Applications 241-243 
(1996) 655-667) characterize the positionally symmetric patterns that have inverse 
M-completion as those patterns whose graphs are block-clique. In this paper the re- 
striction of positional symmetry is removed: A pattern has inverse M-completion if 
and only if the digraph G of the pattern has the properties (a) the induced subdigraph 
of a cycle is a clique, and (b) if G contains both arc (i,j) and a path of length >1 be- 
tween i and j then the induced subdigraph of the path is a clique. Furthermore, any 
irreducible pattern with ioverse M-completion is positionally symmetric and has a 
block-clique digraph. Any pattern is permutation similar to a block-lower-triangular 
pattern with irreducible diagonal blocks, and such a pattern has inverse M-completion 
if and only if (i) the pattern-digraph ,of each diagonal block is block-clique, (ii) each 
subdiagonal block contains at most one position, and (iii) the pattern-digraph of the 
block structure has no alternate path to a single arc. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
Keyw¢,rds: M-matrix: Inverse M-matrix; Partial matrix: Completion: Block-clique; Block triangular 
matrix: Digraph: Pattern 
1. Introduction 
A partial matrix is a matrix in which some entries are specified and others 
are not. A matr ix completion problem asks whether the unspecified entries 
can be chosen so that the completed matr ix has a desired type. 
0024-3795198/$19.00 © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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There are really two problems here: (1) Can a specific partial matrix 
(of desired type) be completed to a matrix of that type? (2) Which patterns 
of positions have the property that any specification of these entries that is a 
partial matrix of desired type can be completed to a matrix of that type? Matrix 
completion problems have been studied for patterns of positive definite matri- 
ces [1], specific M-matrices [7], patterns of M-matrices [2], patterns of inverse 
M-matrices [7], and patterns of P-matrices [6]. In this paper we extend the re- 
sults of Johnson and Smith, answering the second question for inverse M-ma- 
trices. We assume, as do [1,7,6], that a pattern includes all diagonal positions. 
The matrix A E R" × " is called positive stable if all the eigenvalues of A 
have positive real part. An M-matrix is a positive stable matrix in Z~ = 
{A = [a#]: a# <~ 0 for i ;~  i, j=  1,..., n}. There are many characterizations of 
M-matrices [4], p. 114, including several we will use: 
Theorem 1.1. For A E Z,, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is positive stable, i.e., A is an M-matrix. 
2. A is nonsingular and A -l >I 0 (B >>. 0 means every entry o rb  is >>. 0). 
3. A =otl - Nwith N ~ 0 andot > p(N) (where p(N) is the spectralradius ofN). 
4. All principal minors of A ate positive. 
5. There exists a vector x > 0 such that Ax > O. 
Note condition (4) implies that the diagonal entries of an M-matrix must be 
positive, and that every principal submatrix of an M-matrix is an M-matrix. 
Condition (2) of Theorem 1.1 leads to the study of non-negative matrices 
that arise as the inverses of M-matrices: 
Definition 1.2. The non-singular matrix B is an inverse M-matrix if B -l is an 
M-matrix. 
Since any n × n M-matrix is in Z,, and since any matrix in Z,, whose inverse 
is non-negative is an M-matrix, a non-negative matrix B is an inverse M-matrix 
if and only if B-I is in Z,,. The class of inverse M-matrices is closed under per- 
mutation similarity since the class of M-matrices is. We record several other 
properties of inverse M-matrices for future use: 
Theorem 1.3 [5]. Let B be an inverse M-matrix. Then 
1. B is positive stable. 
2. Any principal submatrix of B is an inverse M-matrix. 
3. I f  D is a positive diagonal matrix then DB is an inverse M-matrix. 
Condition (2) of Theorem 1.3 says membership in the class of inverse M-ma- 
trices is inherited by principal submatrices, just as it is for the classes of positive 
definite matrices, P-matrices, and M-matrices. So when defining a partial 
matrix of one of these classes it is certainly necessary that every completely 
specified principal submatrix be of the desired type. For M-matrices and 
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inverse M-matrices it is also necessary that all specified entries be of appropri- 
ate sign. 
Definition 1.4. A partial matrix is called a partial inverse M-matrix if every 
completely specified principal submatrix is an inverse M-matrix and all 
specified entries are non-negative. 
Definition 1.5. A pattern for n x n matrices is a list of positions of an n x n 
matrix that includes all diagonal positions. A partial matrix specifies the 
pattern if its specified entries are exactly those listed in the pattern. A principal 
subpattern is obtained by selecting a subset S of ] 1, . . . ,  n } and deleting from 
the pattern all positions whose row or column number is not in S. A pattern 
has inverse M-completion if every partial inverse M-matrix that specifies the 
pattern can be completed to an inverse M-matrix. 
As with positive definite matrix completions, the graph pl,,ys a crucial role in 
the study of inverse M-matrix completions. In general, a directed graph is as- 
sociated with a matrix; however, when the matrix is symmetric or the pattern is 
positionall~, symmetric, an undirected graph can be used. 
Definition 1.6. A pattern is positionally symmetric if whenever (L j) is in the 
pattern, then (], i) is in the pattern. The graph of a positionally symmetric 
pattern (pattern-graph) for n x n matrices has as vertices the set { 1, . . . ,  n} and 
as edges the (unordered) pairs {i, j} such that both i and j are vertices and (i, j) 
(and thus also (j, i)) is in the pattern. 
Definition 1.7 gives standard graph terminology. 
Definition 1.7. A subgraph of the graph G= (V, E) is a graph H = (Vn, En), 
such that Vn is a subset of V and En ; a subset of E. (Note that {i, j} E En 
requires i, j E Vn, because H is a graph.) If W is a subset of V, the subgraph 
induced by IV, ( W ), is the graph ( W, Ew) with Ew = the set of all the edges of 
G between the vertices in W. A subgraph induced by a subset of vertices is 
called an induced subgraph. 
A path is a sequence of edges {il, i2}, {i2, i3},...,{h,-i, ik} in which the ver- 
tices are distinct (except hat possibly the first vertex is the same as the last). A 
cycle is a path with the first vertex equal to the last vertex. A chord of the cycle 
{il, i2}, {i2, i3} . . . .  ,{i~-- I, ik}, {&, il} is an edge {i,, it} not in the cycle (whose 
vertices are in the cycle). 
A graph is a clique if it includes all possible edges between its vertices. 
Note that the term "subgraph" is frequently used in matrix theory (includ- 
ing in [7]) to refer to what we have called an 'qnduced subgraph". The defini- 
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tion used here for subgraph is common in graph theory. An induced subgraph 
of a pattern-graph corresponds to a principal subpattern. 
Definition 1.8 [7]. A graph is called block-clique if the subgraph induced by the 
vertices of any cycle is a clique. 
Although we follow Johnson and Smith's terminology of block-clique for 
positionally symmetric patterns, it should be noted that this usage is inconsis- 
tent with the usual terminology for the block structure of a matrix. In fact, a 
pattern whose pattern-digraph is block-clique (and connected) would normally 
be considered a single (irreducible) block. 
Johnson and Smith's main result is: A positionally symmetric pattern has in- 
verse M-completion if and only if its graph is block-clique [7]. To extend this 
result to patterns that are not positionally symmetric, we must use digraphs in- 
stead of graphs. 
The discussion of digraphs of patterns can be clarified by use of the charac- 
teristic matrix of a pattern. 
Definition 1.9. The characteristic matrix of a pattern for n x n matrices is the 
n x n matrix C such that cij = 1 if the position (i,j) is in the pattern and cij = 0 if 
(i,j) is not in the pattern. 
Definition 1.10. Let A be a (fully specified) n x n matrix. The non-zero directed 
graph (non-zero-digraph) ofd is the digraph having vertex set { ! ..... n} and, as its 
set of arcs (dilected edges), the set of ordered pairs (i,j) where i :P J and a, i :p- 0. 
The directed graph of a pattern (pattern-digraph) is the non-zero digraph of 
its characteristic matrix. Equivalently, it is the digraph on { 1 ..... n} with arc set 
(i,j) :i --p-j and position (i,j) is in the pattern}. 
The order of a digraph is the number of vertices. A digraph G is symmetric if
for any arc (i,j) of G, the opposite arc (i,j) is also in G. 
A subdigraph of the digraph G--(F, E) is a digraph H--(Vn, En), where 
Vtl is a subset of F and En is a subset of E ((i, j) E E,  requires i, j E Vt/). 
If W is a subset of V, the subdigraph induced by 14,', (I40, is the digraph 
(W, Ew with E,, = the set of all the arcs of G between the vertices in W. A sub- 
digraph induced by a subset of vertices is called an induced subdigraph. 
A path is a sequence of arcs (il, i2), (i2, i3),..., (i~ i, i~) in which the vertices 
are distinct (except hat possibly the first vertex is the same as the last). The 
length of a path is the number of arcs in the path. A cycle is a path with the 
last vertex equal to the first. A semicycle is a list of arcs that would be a cycle 
in an undirected graph (a cycle in which the arcs are allowed to appear with the 
wrong orientation). A chord of a semicycle is an arc that would be a chord in 
the undirected graph. A digraph is acyclic if it does not contain any cycles (note 
it is still allowed to have semicycles). 
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A digraph G = ( V, E) is a clique if it includes all possible arcs between its 
vertices. A digraph is a clique-tree if the subdigraph induced by the vertices 
of any semicycle is a clique. If a digraph is both symmetric and a clique-tree 
then it is called block-clique. 
A digraph is strongly connected if there is a path from any vertex to any other 
vertex. A digraph is transitive if the existence of a path from i toj  ~mplies the arc 
(i,j) is in the digraph. The transitive closure of a digraph G = ( V, E) is the inter- 
section of all transitive subdigraphs ofthe complete digraph on V that contain G. 
All the digraphs we use arise from patterns or matrices and thus are finite. 
Using Definition 1.10 we can restate Johnson and Smith's main result. 
Theorem 1.11 [7]. A positionally symmetric pattern has im'erse M-completion if
and only if its pattern-digJztph is t~loek-dique. 
Note that a pattern is positionally symmetric f and only if its pattern-digraph 
is symmetric (in contrast o the case of matrices, where a symmetric non-zero-di- 
graph does not imply a symmetric matrix). Since any block-clique digraph is 
symmetric, a pattern with such a pattern-digraph has inverse M-completion, 
but not all patterns with inverse M-completion have pattern-digraphs of this 
type, although we shall see (in Theorem 3.2) that any irreducible pattern with in- 
verse M-completion must have a block-clique digraph. It is easy to show directly 
that a pattern whose pattern-digraph is a clique-tree must have inverse M-com- 
pletion, but as this is a consequence of Theorem 3.8, we shall not do so now. 
The result that any irreducible inverse M-matrix is positive played a crucial 
role in Johnson and Smith's proof. To extend this to patterns that are not po- 
sitionally symmetric we must look carefully at where zeros can occur in an in- 
verse M-matrix. 
Condition (3) of Theorem 1.1, A = ~1 - Nwith N 1> 0 and ~ > p(N), provides 
a way to express the inverse of an M-matrix [8]: A = ~(I - (I/~)N)= ~(I - Ni) 
with Ni = (I/~)N, so p(N1) < 1. ThusA -I = (1/~)(1 + NI + N~ +.. . ) .  This tech- 
nique will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.6. Right now it yields: 
Theorem 1.12 [8]. If A is an M-matrix, the non-zero-digraph of A -I is the 
transitive closure of the non-=ero-digraph of A. 
Corollary 1.13 [8]. The non-zero-digraph oj'alo, #werse M-matrix is transitive. 
Note that even if the non-zero-digraph of a non-negative matrix is transitive, 
it does not follow that the matrix is an inverse M-matrix: e.g., 
' =5  2 -1  " 
In fact, even requiring B to be non-negative, be positive definite, and have a 
transitive digraph is not enough [5]. 
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Triangular ~nd block triangular matrices play an important role in classifi- 
cation of inverse M-matrix patterns. 
Definition 1.14. A pattern is lower triangular if its characteristic matrix is lower 
triangular; equivalently, (i,j) in the pattern implies i ~>j. 
A pattern Q is called essentially triangular if the characteristic matrix CQ of 
Q is permutation similar to the characteristic matrix Cn of a lower triangular 
pattern R. In this case, with CR--PCQP T for a permutation matrix P, we also 
write R = pQpT. 
Applying a permutation similarity to a matrix corresponds to relabeling the 
vertices in its digraph. A matrix is essentially triangular if and only if its non- 
zero-digraph is acyclic. Since the digraph of a pattern is the non-zero-digraph 
of its characteristic matrix, the same is true for patterns: 
Lemma 1.15. A pattern is essentially triangular if and only if its pattern-digraph 
is acyclic. 
Since inverse M-matrices are closed under permutation similarity, Lemma 
1.16 is obvious. 
Lemma 1.16. I f  a pattern Q is permutation similar to a pattern R, then Q has 
it.verse M-completion if and only if R has inverse M-completion. 
We extend the terminology for' partitioning matrices [3], p. 17 to patterns. 
Definit ion 1.17. Let Q be a pattern for n x n matrices. For subsets a and fl of 
{1, . . . ,  n} the block Q(~, r) is the result of deleting all ordered pairs in Q 
whose first coordinate is not in a or whose second coordinate is not in ft. A 
partition of Q is a decomposition of Q into mutually exclusive blocks such that 
each position is in exactly one block. We concern ourselves only with the case 
in which the rows and columns are partitioned the same way, and the partition 
is of the form {~j . . . .  , ~r} where ~1 = {1 . . . .  , sl}, ~2 = {sl+l . . . . .  s2} . . . .  , 
• r = {sx - i+ l ,  . . . ,  n}. In this case we abuse notat ion to write 
[ Qll Qi2 ... QIr 
Q=IQ , Q22 ... 
l: 
L , QA'2 . . .  Ok'K 
where Qu = Q(ctt, ~j). We say {~q, . , . ,  ~A} provides a block structure for pat- 
terns of n x n matrices. 
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Note that Q(c¢, ~) is a principal subpattern of Q. To classify the patterns with 
inverse M-completion we will need to consider block triangular matrices and 
patterns. We define reducible and irreducible for patterns: 
Definition 1.18. A pattern Q is called reducible if its characteristic matrix C is 
reducible, i.e., if there is a permutation matrix P such that 
Cll 0 ] 
pcpT= /C21 (722 ' 
where Cit, C22 are square and 0 denotes a matrix consisting entirely of 0s. This 
is also written as 
pQpT= Q21 22' 
where ? indicates a rectangular set of positions not included in the pattern. 
Note that it is possible that Qtl, Q22, and Q21 are missing some positions. 
A pattern is irreducible if it is not reducible, or, equivalently, if its charac- 
teristic matrix is irreducible. 
It is well known [9], p. 19 that a matrix is irreducible if and only if its non- 
zero-digraph is strongly connected. Thus, the pattern Q is irreducible if and 
only if the pattern-digraph of Q is strongly connected. 
Clearly, a transitive strongly connected igraph is a clique, leading to the re- 
sult mentioned earlier that an irreducible inverse M-matrix is strictly positive 
(has no zero entries) [8]. 
Definition 1.19. A matrix is block-lower-triangular (for a specific block 
structure) if all the blocks above the diagonal blocks consist entirely of zeros. A 
pattern is block-lower-triangular (for a specific block structure) if its 
characteristic matrix is block-lower-triangular for this block structure, or 
equivalently, if QIJ has any specified positions then 1/> J. 
Since any matrix is permutation similar to a block-lower-triangular matrix 
with irreducible diagonal blocks, and since all the definitions for patterns use 
the characteristic matrix, we have: 
[,emma 1.20. Any pattern is permutation s#nilar to a block-lower-triangular 
pattern in which each diagonal block is irreducible. 
Definition 1.21. Let Q be a pattern. A reduced form of Q, Q, is a block-lower- 
triangular pattern (with each diagonal block irreducible) that is permutation 
similar to Q. That is, 
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_.._ 
11 ? " • " ? 
. . .  
: : : 
OK-I ! OK- I  2 ' ' "  ? 
0.,,  . . .  OK,  
with each Qn irreducible (note: some of the QIJ may be completely unspeci- 
fied). The block structure that makes 0 block-lower-triangular with each diag- 
onal block irreducible is called the triangular block structure of Q. 
2. Subdigraphs that prevent inverse m-completion 
Since a triangular partial M-matrix can always be completed to an M-ma- 
trix, it is natural to expect a triangular partial inverse M-matrix to be comple- 
table to an inverse M-matrix, but this is not always the case. 
Example 2.1. The partial inverse M-matrix 
1 9 9 
B= 1 l ? 
0 l l 
cannot be completed to an inverse M-matrix. This can be seen by considering 
the non-zero-digraph of any completion of B, which must contain the arcs 
(3, 2) and (2, l) but cannot contain the arc (3, l), and thus cannot be transitive. 
Definition 2.2. In a digraph G, an alternate path to a single arc is a path (il, i2), 
( i2, i3),  . . . .  (ik-I, ik) such that G also contains (h, ik). 
An alternate path is illustrated in Fig. 1. It should be clear from Example 2.1 
that when the pattern-digraph of a triangular pattern contains an alternate 
path to a single arc, the pattern will not have inverse M-completion. It follows 
from Theorem 3.6 below that this is the only way a triangular partial inverse 
M-matrix fails to have inverse M-completion. 
In fact, the alternate path difficulty provides a class of digraphs with the 
property that if any such digraph X appears as a subdigraph in a pattern-di- 
1- -'X~ > _6 
Fig. !. An alternate path to the single arc (1,6). 
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graph, and the induced subdigraph on the vertices of X is not a clique, then the 
pattern does not have inverse M-completion. 
In order to rule out patterns we need the obvious result that if any principal 
subpattern does not have inverse M-completion then neither does ihe original 
pattern. This follows from Theorem 1.3. 
Lemma 2.3. I f  a pattern has inverse M-completion then so does every principal 
subpattern. 
Theorem 2.4. f f  a digraph G conta#ls an altenlate path to a s#lgle arc, am, the 
subdigraph induced by the w;rtices of the alternate path is not a clique, then any 
pattern having G as its pattern-digraph does not have inverse M-completion. 
Proof. Let G be a digraph satisfying the hypotheses, Q a pattern having G as its 
pattern-digraph, and F a path of minimal ength among alternate paths not 
contained in cliques. By relabeling vertices if necessary, assume F= (1,2), 
(2,3) . . . .  , (k - l, k) (note G also contains (I, k)). Let F-- ({l . . . .  , k}), the 
subdigraph induced by the vertices of F. Let S be the principal subpattern of Q 
associated with F. 
If k = 3, or k > 3 and F has no chords (i, j) of the semicycle F, (i, k) with 
i < j, define a partial matrix B specifying F by setting all diagonal entries equal 
to l, all entries corresponding to arcs in F equal to i, and all other specified 
entries (including the entry corresponding to the arc (l, k) between the initial 
and final vertices of F) equal to 0. Since all chords (i,.j) with i < j are missing 
(or k = 3 and F is not a clique), the only completely specified principal subma- 
trices are 2 x 2 or smaller, and these are inverse M-matrices. Therefore, B is a 
partial inverse M-matrix. But B cannot be completed to an inverse M-matrix 
because the non-zero-digraph of any completion of B is not transitive. So S 
does not have inverse M-completion. 
Now suppose k > 3 and F has the chord (i, j) with i < j. Then, since 
(1,2) .... , ( i -  1, i),(i, j), (], j + !) ..... (k -  1, k) is a shorter alternate path to 
(1, k), the clique on { 1,2 ..... i - l, i, j, j + 1 .... , k - 1, k} is contained in F. 
Also, (i, i + 1) ..... (j - 1, j~ is an alternate path to (i, j), so the subdigraph in- 
duced by the vertices {i, i + 1,...,j} is also a clique. Thus Fcontains the oppo- 
site of every arc in F. Then any chord (eithcr (i, j) or (j, i)) provides a shorter 
alternate path, and so the chord must be in a clique and thus have its opposite 
present in F. Thus, F is symmetric. Since F is the induced subdigraph of the 
semicycle F, (1, k), the fact that F is not a clique implies F is not block-clique. 
Since F is symmetric and not block-clique, S is positionally symmetric and does 
not have inverse M-completion by Theorem 1.11. 
In either case Q does not have inverse M-completion by Lemma 2.3. [] 
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Next we examine another class of digraphs that prevent inverse M-comple- 
tion: cycles. 
Definition 2.5. Let Q be a pattern with a cycle F in its pattern-digraph. Let B be 
a partial matrix specifying Q. The gain on cycle F in B is the product of the 
entries in positions corresponding to the arcs in the cycle. 
Lemma 2.6 [10]. l f  B is a (fully specified) inverse M-matrix, the gain on any cycle 
in B is less than the product of the corresponding diagonal entries. 
Theorem 2.7. Let G be a digraph containing a cycle whose induced subdigraph is 
not a clique. Then any pattern having G as its pattern-digraph does not have 
inverse M-completion. 
Proof. Let G be a digraph satisfying the hypotheses, Q a pattern having G as its 
pattern-digraph, and F a cycle of minimal ength among cycles whose induced 
subdigraphs are not cliques. By relabeling vertices if necessary, assume 
F= (l,2L (2,3) . . . . .  (k - 1, k), (k, 1). Let F= ({1, . . . ,  k}), the subdigraph 
induced by the vertices {I . . . . .  k}. Let S be the principal subpattern of Q 
associated with F. 
I fk = 3, or k > 3 and Fhas no chords of F, define a partial matrix B by set- 
ting all diagonal entries equal to 1, all entries corresponding to arcs in F equal 
to 2, and all other entries (including opposites of arcs in F if present) equal to 0. 
Since all chords are missing (or k = 3 and F is not a clique), the only completely 
specified principal submatrices are 2 x 2 or smaller, and these are inverse M- 
matrices. Therefore, B is a partial inverse M-matrix. But B cannot be complet- 
ed to an inverse M-matrix, because the gain on F in B is 2 k > 1, which is 
greater than the product of the diagonal entries. So S does not have inverse 
M-completion. 
If F has the chord (i, j) with i < j, then, since (1,2), . . . ,  (i - 1, i), (i, j), (j, 
j+  !) . . . . .  (k, I) is a shorter cycle, the clique on {1,2 . . . . .  i -  1, i, j, 
j + ! . . . . .  k -  1, k} is contained in F. This implies (], i) is present, and so 
the clique on {i, i + ! . . . . .  j} is also included in F. If Fhas the chord (], i) then 
a similar argument works, using {i, i + ! . . . .  , j} first. So, if there is a chord, 
then all arcs in F have their opposites present in F, and the same is true for 
any chords, i.e., F is symmetric. Since F is the induced subdigraph of a cycle, 
the filct that F is not a clique implies F is not block-clique. Since F is symmetric 
and not block-clique, S is positionally symmetric and does not have inverse M- 
completion by Theorem 1.11. 
In either case (chord or no chord), S does not have inverse M-completion 
and so Q does not have inverse M-completion by Lemma 2.3. [] 
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We have now identified two conditions that are necessary for a digraph to be 
the pattern-digraph of a pattern with inverse M-completion. 
Definition 2.8. A digraph G is called path/cycle-clique if 
(a) the induced subdigraph of any alternate path to a single arc is a clique, 
(b) the induced subdigraph of a cycle is a clique. 
We can restate Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 using this definition. 
Theorem 2.9. 11 e a pattern has #werse M-completion, then its pattern-digraph b 
pathlcycle-clique. 
3. Complete clamification of patterns with inverse M-completion 
W,, can use Theorem 2.9 to prove the previously mentioned result about ir- 
reducible patterns with inverse M-completion. First, a lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a strongly connected igraph. Then the foilow&g are 
equivalent: 
(i) G is block-clique. 
(2) G is pathltTcle-clique. 
(3) The subdigraph &&wed by any cycle ~I~ G is a clique. 
Proof. (1)~(2). This is immediate from the definition of block-clique (because 
any alternate path and its arc constitute a semicycle). 
(2)=~(3). This is immediate from the definition of path/cycle-clique. 
(3)=~(1). Suppose whenever G contains a cycle then the subdigraph induced 
by the cycle is a clique. Let (i,j) be any arc in G. Since G is strongly connected, 
there is a path from j to i, q, kl ) . . . .  ,(k.~, i). Then (j, kl ) . . . . .  (k.~, i), (i, j) is a 
cycle, so the subdigraph induced by {i, j, kl . . . . .  k,} is a clique. Thus G con- 
tains the opposite of any arc in G, i.e., G is symmetric. Then for any semicycle 
in G, there is a cycle on the same vertices in G. Thus the subdigraph induced by 
the vertices of the semicycle is a clique, i.e., G is a clique-tree. Since G is a sym- 
metric clique-tree, G is block-clique. [] 
Theorem 3.2. An h'reducible pattern has inverse M-comph, tion if and only if  its 
pattern-dLgraph is block-clique. In this case the pattern is" positionaily synmwtric. 
Proof. (~)  Let Q be a pattern and G be its block-clique pattern-digraph. Since 
G is block-clique, G is symmetric, so Q is positionally symmetric. By Tbeorem 
1.11, Q has inverse M-completion. 
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(=~) Let Q be an irreducible pattern that has inverse M-completion and let G 
be its pattern-digraph. Then G is a strongly connected igraph, and by Theo- 
rem 2.9 G is path/cycle-clique. So, by Lemma 3.1, G is block-clique. [] 
In order to prove the converse of Theorem 2.9, and thus complete the clas- 
sification, we need to study the block structure of a matrix or pattern. 
Definition 3.3. Let {~1 . . . . .  ~h'} with al = {1, . . . ,  sl}, ~2 = {sl+l, . . .  , s2}, 
. . . .  ~x = {s~:_l+l . . . . .  ,} provide a block structure for n × n matrices (and 
patterns of n × n matrices). If A is an n × n matrix then the non-zero-digraph 
of the block structure of A is the digraph with vertex set { 1 . . . . .  K} and arc set 
{(L J): there is at least one nonzero entry in Atj = A(~t, ~s)}. If Q is a pattern 
then the pattern-digraph of the block structure of Q is the digraph with vertex 
set {1 . . . . .  K} and arc set {(L J): there is at least one specified position in 
Qls = Q(~I, ~)}.  
Note that the pattern-digraph of the block structure of Q is the non-zero-di- 
graph of the block structure o. ~ the characteristic matrix of Q. 
The next two lemmas rely on the fact that when all diagonal blocks are ir- 
reducible, their subdigraphs are strongly connected. The idea is to use this to 
create alternate paths in the original pattern-digraph, if block IJ includes 
two or more positions (Lemma 3.4), or if the pattern-digraph of the block 
structure has an alternate path (Lemma 3.5). Fig. 2 illustrates Lemma 3.4. 
Lemma 3.4. Let Q he a hh,ck-h, wer-tr&nguktr pattern with irre~hu'ihh, ~&tgonal 
hhu'ks, whose patter,-digrtq~h G is pathlc.vcle-cliqm,. Then alll' suhdiagonal hhwk 
contahts at most otte specif ied position. 
Proof. Let Q be a block-lower-triangular pattern with the diagonal blocks 
irreducible. Let {~l . . . . .  ~h} be the triangular block structure. Suppose the 
subdiagonal block Q(~t, ~t~)has the two positions (i l , .h) and (i?,,.h). Then il 
and i., are in ~t and.h and h are in ~j. Since each diagonal block is irreducible, 
the induced subdigraph on the vertices in ~t is strongly connected. Thus, there 
is a path from il to i_,. Similarly, there is a path from.j2 to.h. Putting together 
the path from il to i2, (i2,j2), and the path from.L, to.h, we obtain an alternate 
path from il to.h. Since Q(2t, ~s) is a subdiagonal block and Q is block-lower- 
Fig. 2. Two positions in block LI. 
• . ~ " )  
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triangular, the block Q(~.t, ~t) is completely unspecified. "lhus, the subdigraph 
induced by the vertices of the a!ternate path is not a clique, and G is not path/ 
cycle-clique. I-1 
Lemma 3.5. Let Q be a block-hnt'er-triangular p ttern with irreducible diagonal 
blocks, such that the pattern-digraph of  Q is pathlo,cle-clique. Then the pattern- 
digraph of the trianguktr block structure of Q is pathlo,cle-clique. 
Proof. Let Q be a block-lower-triangular pattern with irreducible diagonal 
blocks. Let {~l . . . . .  ~t,'} be the triangular block structure. Let G be the 
pattern-digraph of Q and let H be the pattern-digraph of the triangular block 
structure of Q. Suppose H is not path/cycle-clique. Just as the digraph of any 
triangular pattern is acyclic, H is acyclic. So, since H is not path/cycle-clique, H 
contains an arc (L J) and a path (L 12) . . . . .  (!,,,, J) of length ill > 1. Let Ii = I 
and L,,+l = J. This means that G contains an arc (wt, zj) with Wl in :q and z./in 
~j, and arcs (ut,, vt,+,) with u/, in ~l, and r/,., in ~/,,,. Since Q(~I,, :z.i,) is 
irreducible, its induced subdigraph is strongly connected, and so contains a 
path from vt, to ut,. By combining these arcs and paths in appropriate urder 
(i.e., the path from wt to ut, (ut, vl,), the path from et, to ul,+ (ut,, vt,) ..... (ul,,,, 
v,l), the path from v., to z.t), we obtain an alternate path from wt to zj. Since Q 
is block lower triangular, the block Q(~j, ~!) is completely unspecified, so the 
subdigraph induced by the vertices of the alternate path is not a clique, and G is 
not path/cycle-clique. [] 
To extend our class of patterns with inverse M-completion we examine the 
class of block-lower-triangular patterns having the properties required by the 
preceding results. 
Theorem 3.6. Let Q be a hh~ck-hm'er-trianguh+r pattern with irrethu'ibh" diagonal 
blocks and bt G he its pattern-digraph, if" 
1. the pattern-digraph of each diagonal block is hhwk-clique. 
2. each subdiagonal block of Q contains at most one position, aml 
3. the pattern-digraph ¢~'the trianguho" bhwk structure olQ  tr.s no ~dternat," oath 
to a sfltgh" arc, 
then Q has #werse M-completion. 
Proof. Let 
Q = 
QI I ' x  • • • ' ?  
Q+ Q_,z ... "' 
Q ll . .  " 
Qhl Qh+z ... Qt,~: 
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(where ? denotes a completely unspecified block, and we do not know whether 
Qi.t (with I > J) contains any specified position). Let 
• ? ,? 
Bl l  . . .  
B21 B2", . . .  ? 
BK- l  l Bt,'-I 2 . . .  ? 
Bhq Bt~2 . . .  Bx, x 
B = 
be a partial inverse M-matrix specifying Q (organized by the same block struc- 
ture). Let Cu be the result of completing the irreducible diagonal block Bn to 
an inverse M-matrix (can be done by Theorem I. I 1 since the pattern-digraph is 
block-clique). Define 
I" ALl 0 . . .  0 
A_,~ A22 ... 0 
A = ; : : 
Ah--ll AK-I., ... 0 
A~,-I Ah-2 ... At,-K 
as follows: A/t = C}t I. Note An is an M-matrix because C/ / i s  an inverse M-ma- 
trix. For I > J, define A/.~ as/bllows: If Bu is completely unspecified then A/j is 
a zero matrix of appropriate size. If Bt.~ has one specified entry, construct AI~" 
Since An and Ass are M-matrices, by condition (5) of Theorem l.l, there are 
vectors A', y > 0 such that Anx > 0 and TTAjj > 0. Let b be the one specified 
entry in B,. Let c be the corresponding entry in vy t (note c > 0). Define 
b t b 
Au = - - Auxy  As.I = - - (Aux) (yTA.u) ,  
C C 
which is non-positive. 
Then A is in Z, and is positive stable (because A is block triangular and each 
diagonal block an M-matrix), so A is an M'matrix. Note that the non-zero-di- 
graph of the block structure of A is the same as the pattern-digraph of the 
block structure of Q, except hat some arcs may be missing (arc (L jr) is missing 
i f  b, the one specified entry in B/s, is 0). Since deleting some arcs from a digraph 
cannot create new alternate paths, the non-zero-digraph of the triangular block 
structure of A has no alternate path to any single arc (I, J) that is present in the 
pattern-digraph of the triangular block structure of Q. 
The inverse of A completes B: Note that the H block in the inverse will be 
Air I = C/l, the completion of Bit. Let D be the block diagonal matrix with di- 
agonal blocks C~ ..... (?,.~., and let N be the non-negative block-strictly-lower- 
triangular matrix with blocks -AH. Then A =D -I -N= D- I ( I -DN) ,  
and A -~ = (!  - DN) -~D = ( /  + DN + (DN)" +. . .  + (DN)K-~)D.  If Bu has a 
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~;pecified entry, the non-zero-digraph of the block structure of A has no alter- 
nate path te (L J), and the higher powers of DN do not affect the/J-block of 
the inverse, i.e., (A-t)u = (ONO)i J = Cn(-AIj)Cjj = Cn(~AuxytAjj)C~J =
b C o-I  xytCy)Csj = b x x Since tl-,e entry corresponding to b is -~e = b, .4 -~ c IU~"II c y " c 
is completes B as an inverse M-matrix. [] 
Note that our solutions are similar to those in [7], specifying corresponding 
parts o f / t  and choosing blocks in .4 to be 0 wherever B has an unspecified 
block, so that .4 -t completes B. 
Since a triangular pattern is block-triagular (with all blocks of size l), and 
the pattern-digraph of the block structure is equal to the pattern-digraph of
the pattern, from Theorems 3.6 and 2.4, and Lemma I. 16, we have: 
Corollary 3.7. An essentially triangular pattern has #werse M-completion if  and 
only if its pattern-digraph does not contain an alternate path to a single arc. 
We now kave all the pieces necessary for a complete classification. 
Theorem 3.8 (Main Result). Let Q be a pattern. Let G be its pattern-digraph. Let 
be a reduced form of Q, i.e., a pattern that is permutation similar to Q and 
block-lower-triangular with each diagonal block irreducible. The following are 
equivalent: 
1. Q has inverse M-completion. 
2. G is pathlcycle-clique, i.e., G has the properties: 
2.1. 
2.2. 
The #~duced subdigraph of a t3,cle is a clique. 
I f  G contah~s both arc (i,j) and a path of length > 1 between i andj then 
the induced subdigraph of the path is a clique. 




its triangular block structure have the properties." 
The pattern-digraph ofeach !irreducible) diagonal block is block-clique. 
Each subdiagonal block of Q contains at most one position. 
The pattern-digraph of the triangular block structure of Q has 
no alternate path to a single arc. 
Proof. (1):=>(2) This is Theorem 2.9. 
(2)=~(3) The digraph of Q is just G with the vertices relabeled, apd thus is 
path/cycle-clique. (3.1) Each irreducible principal subpattern on the diagonal 
gives rise to an induced subdigraph that is strongly connected and path/cy- 
cle-clique (because any induced subdigraph inherits path/cycle-clique). Thus 
the pattern-digraph of the diagonal block is block-clique (Lemma 3.1). (3.2) 
This is Lemma 3.4. (3.3) This is Lemma 3.5. 
(3)=~(1) If Q satisfies the hypotheses, then Theorem 3.6 says that Q has in- 
verse M-completion. Then by Lemma 1.16 Q has inverse M-completion. [] 
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3 5> :> 1 
> -. 2 
6 4 
Fig. 3. A digraph whose pattern has inverse M-completion. 
Since a clique-tree is clearly path/cycle-clique, we have the previously men- 
tioned corollary: 
Corollary 3.9. A pattern whose pattern-digraph is clique-tree has inverse 
M-completion. 
Theorem 3.8 provides many interesting examples of patterns with inverse 
M-completion, such as: 
Example 3.10. The pattern whose pattern-digraph is shown in Fig. 3 (where a 
double line indicates both arcs are present) has inverse M-completion. 
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